The aim of this paper is to assess the impact of multi-GNSS constellation on positioning calculation in terms of number of available satellites and geometrical distribution in the sky. In the paper, the Geometrical Dilution of Precision (GDOP) was used as criteria to make a preliminary assessment of the global availability of the four GNSS in 2019, including a single navigation system and a combination of multiple navigation systems. The benefits of their combinations are investigated: The combination of dual-system and three-system can reduce the average value of GDOP to 1.0-1.5, which can make the user positioning have better performance. Particularly, GPS+GLONASS+BDS+Galileo supplies higher performances compared to the other combination, and the GDOP value in more than 80% areas is less than 1. Therefore, in the case of a 4 system combination, the effect of the GDOP value is not to ''dilute'' the positioning accuracy, but to ''improve'' the positioning accuracy, this phenomenon only occurs when the 4 system combination (approximate rate). The research results of multi-system global available in this paper can offers a reference for the selection of satellite number participating in solution of multi-system combined navigation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2018, the four global navigation systems showed prosperity. GPS launched the first new generation of GPS satellites during 2018, marking the beginning of a new era in the modernization process [1] - [3] . To improve signal accuracy and availability, GLONASS launched two GLONASS-K2 satellites in 2018 and plans to launch a new GLONASS-K2 satellite in 2019 [4] , [5] . In the afternoon of December 27, 2018, China announced through an official announcement that BDS services have expanded from the region to global, marking the entry of the BDS system into the global era [6] , [7] . Galileo system had completed its current deployment and planned to lay out the second generation system in 2018 [8] , [9] . As at January 11, 2019, the number of satellites available for the four major global navigation systems had reached 115, comprising 32 GPS satellites, 25 GLONASS satellites, 34 BDS satellites and 24 Galileo satellites (as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 at the end of this section). Therefore, the number of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mu Zhou . the observed GNSS satellites is increased and the satellites availability of positioning maybe significantly improved. So, an in-depth assessment of multi-GNSS is very useful and necessary for multi-navigation system users.
The availability parameters refer the in-view satellites geometry of Multi-GNSS system in this paper. GDOP (Geometric Dilution of Precision) refers the additional multiplicative effect of geometric strength on the relationship between observation errors and position precision by the designated visible satellites [10] - [13] , the indicator of which is very suitable for assessing the availability of multi-GNSS [14] - [16] . For GNSS GDOP, there are two methods employed to evaluate the satellite geometry, namely, approximation and classification. And the second method demonstrates the GNSS GDOP ratings [17] , [18] . Nowadays due to several dozens of satellites in view, traditional GDOP classification methods are no longer applicable because it was designed for a single GPS system limited to the processing of 8-12 satellites. In this paper, GDOP will be re-divided into intervals to adapt to the situation of multi-GNSS and multi-visible satellites. For the availability assessment of VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ multi-GNSS, the existing study mostly uses simulation data to analyze and evaluate, and there is no global assessment results [19] - [21] . Therefore, this paper will use the multi-GNSS data measured by IGS MGEX station in 2019 to assess the availability of GNSS worldwide. IGMAS MAC has studied the DOP value of stand-alone GNSS and provided online visualization results (www.igmas.org/Gnss/Xzztpg/pdopins), but lacked statistical information. In this paper, DOP values of stand-alone GNSS and multi-GNSS combinations will be analyzed, and further statistical information and conclusions will be provided. The structure of this paper contains the following sections. Firstly, the formulas and models of the GDOP are introduced and deduced in the second section, and the calculative process of GDOP based on the global scope was presented. Then in the third chapter, the GDOP values of GPS, GLO(Short for GLONASS), BDS and GAL(Short for Galileo) are calculated and assessment. Compared with Chapter 3, the global availability of multi-navigation systems under various multisystem combinations is calculated and evaluated in Chapter 4. Finally, some important conclusions are obtained through the calculation of actual observations.
II. MULTI-GNSS AVAILABILITY BASED SATELLITE GEOMETRY A. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND MATHEMATICS MODELS OF GDOP
In a single point positioning scenario, the GNSS user position is denoted by (x, y, z) and the time offset of receiver is denoted by t b . Then the pseudorange measurements equation is considered [14] 
where: i denotes the number of satellites that can be observed by GNSS user, and ρ i is the pseudorange of i th satellite. The (x i , y i , z i ) is the i th known satellite position in three dimensions. ρ i is the speed of the light in a vacuum.
Equation (1) are linearized by using Taylor's series around the approximate user position (x,ŷ,ẑ) with neglecting the higher order terms. Definingρ i as ρ i at (x,ŷ,ẑ), we can obtain the liner equation [14] :
where
Then we can obtain a linear matrix equation as (4) or (5) in general [14] ρ ≈
The matrix H is in a n × 4 matrix with n ≥ 4. The observation errors are considered as dx and dρ. These latter variables are related as follows equation (6) [14] .
where e is an error vector, which is assumed E (e) = 0. The covariance if the vector dx can be obtained as [15] cov
Let
Then we can obtain 
1) CALCULATIVE PROCESS OF AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT
In the assessment of the global availability of GNSS, a flowchart as shown in Figure 2 is used. First, a Multi-GNSS navigation message (BRDC2019001.N), provided by IGS was used in the experiment. By using the number of orbital elements in the ephemeris, the instantaneous threedimensional position (that is, the (XYZ) coordinates in the ECEF coordinate system) of all satellites in four GNSS at 0:0 0 seconds is calculated. Then, all the positions on the earth are projected on the plane using the global grid (see Figure 3 ), and the GDOP value is calculated using grid points of 0.5 seconds (longitude) * 0.5 seconds (latitude), totaling 259,200 points. Finally, according to the GDOP of grid points, the blank area is fitted by Grid line registration method (see Figure 4 ), so that the global distribution of DOP two-dimensional is obtained. In order to make the evaluation results statistically significant, the paper makes a statistical analysis of the global GDOP values at multiple epochs. Since the motion cycle of the GNSS MEO satellite is usually around 12h, the authors take the January 1, 2019 0:0 0 seconds, 4:0 0 seconds, 8 hour 0 minutes 0 seconds, 12:0 0 seconds, 14:0 0 seconds, 16:0 0 seconds, 20:0 0 seconds, 24:0 0 seconds a total of 6 moments are calculated. In the third and fourth chapters of this paper, the GDOP Distribution law of single system and multi-system combination is analyzed and evaluated by using the calculation process and statistical method respectively.
III. AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT IN SINGLE GNSS OF GPS, GLONASS, BDS AND GALILEO
In this section, the GDOP values of GPS, GLONASS, BDS and Galileo in January 1, 2019 are calculated and statistically analyzed (using the height of the 10 • up to the angle), where figure 5-8 is their instantaneous GDOP (0:0 0 seconds). In Figure 5 , the GDOP value distribution of GPS is more average, with a maximum value of no more than 10, and can be positioned in all regions of the world. Therefore, GPS is the best GDOP availability in the four GNSS systems. In contrast, GLONASS, BDS and Galileo have a number of areas around the world that cannot be positioned or GDOP>10. And the total area of the GONASS is the largest. In Figure 7 , BDS has a smaller GDOP than GPS in the Asia-Pacific region because BDS has deployed a number of GEO and IGSO satellites in this region. In Figure 7 , BDS has a smaller GDOP than GPS in the Asia-Pacific region because BDS has deployed a number of GEO and IGSO satellites in this region. As a result, it can be found that using only a single satellite navigation system, all GDOP values are greater than 1, which ''dilutes'' the accuracy of the SIS (Signal-In-Space). GPS has the best accuracy in the four GNSS, the accuracy of BDS is the second, and accuracy of GLONASS and Galileo is poor. This is due to the fact that the number of satellites in both GPS and BDS has reached 30+, while the number of satellites in GLONASS and Galileo is less than 30. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 9 , the GDOP distribution of the four GNSS ranges is 2-3, while the GLONASS has the highest percentage that cannot be positioned or GDOP>10. The GDOP average for all systems is between 2 and 3.
The distribution of GDOP is shown in Figure 10 , where the red line is the standard normal distribution curve. Through the analysis, it is found that if only a single GNSS navigation system is used, the GDOP is very concentrated, and it is very different from the normal distribution.
IV. AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT IN COMBINATION OF MULTI-GNSS
In this section, the GDOP values for multi-system combinations are evaluated and analyzed. The combination of dual system, three system and four system is carried out respectively.
A. DUAL SYSTEM COMBINATIONS
In the scenario of dual-system combinatorial positioning, there are six combinations methods, namely GPS+ GLONASS, GPS+BDS, GPS+Galileo, GLONASS+BDS, GLONASS + Galileo and BDS + Galileo. Figure 11 - Figure 16 is six combinations of instantaneous GDOP in January 1, 2019 (0:0 0 seconds). By analyzing it, we found that all dual-system combinations have a GDOP value of no more than 5, enabling seamless positioning on a global scale. Moreover, BDS, together with any other GNSS combination, has received a lower GDOP value of about 1 in the Asia-Pacific region.
More detailed statistical results of GDOP for dual-system are shown in Figure 17 and Table 3 .By analyzing the statistical results, it can be found that almost all (more than 90%) GDOP values are in the 1-2 interval when the dual system is combined, which means that the dual system combination provides almost the same geometric observation conditions. In six kinds of dual system combinations, the GDOP values of five combinations are less than 3 in addition to BDS+Galileo, which infer the geometric observation conditions with good combination of dual systems. Overall, the GDOP mean of the dual-system combination (six cases) is approximately equal to 1.5. The GPS+BDS and BDS+Galileo, had a GDOP<1 situation with the probability of 0.004 and 0.001, respectively. Figure 18 is the GDOP distribution of the dual system. Compared with the single system, it can be found that the GDOP distribution of the dual system is closer to the normal distribution, but there is still a concentration of GDOP distribution in individual small intervals. 
1) THREE SYSTEM COMBINATIONS
Four cases of three system combinations are used, as shown in Figure 19-figure 22 , respectively. Through the analysis, it can be found that the precision distribution of the three system combinations is more uniform, and almost all show cool color (GDOP value is low).The GDOP value of all combinations is less than 2, which shows the excellent satellite space geometry cloth and positioning performance. Similar to the result of a dual-system combination, the GDOP value in the Asia Pacific region presents a lower value in the combination of BDS participation. Table 4 and Figure 23 are the results of statistical analysis. Through the analysis, it is found that the proportion of GDOP distributed between 0-1 is greatly improved than that of the dual system combination. If the GDOP value is less than 1, the effect of the satellite's GDOP factor on the spatial signal will not be ''diluted'', but improved. The proportion of GDOP<1 in the GPS+GLONASS+BDS combination is more than 10%. The GDOP average for all combinations is about 1.2, and the most distributed interval is 1-2, which does not decrease much compared to the GDOP value of the dualsystem combination. Figure 24 is the distribution of GDOP, showing that they are more uniform and close to normal distribution. 
2) FOUR SYSTEM COMBINATIONS
The four GNSS combination uses all the navigation satellites and is the ultimate form of the combination. As can be seen from Figure 25 , the GDOP distribution of the 4 system combinations is very uniform, with few sharp boundaries visible and maintained at very low values. Table 5 and Figure 26 shows that the GDOP mean of the four system combination is less than 1, and the area with GDOP less than 1 is more than 80%. At the same time, comparing the statistical mean of single system, dual system and three systems, it is found that the results of four system combinations have a qualitative change, and GDOP is no longer a precision dilution factor, and can even be called precision enhancement factor. However, with multi-system combination, a large number of inter-system offset parameters need to be solved. In Figure 27 , the distribution of GDOP values is very close to the normal distribution.
Although with the combination of multiple systems, more usable satellites and smaller GDOP have been produced. However, the increase of the number of satellites will also increase the burden of calculation, such as the inversion of the equation matrix in pseudo-distance positioning. Figure 28 shows the correlation between the number of satellites and the value of GDOP. It can be found that when the number of satellites reached 10-15, the GDOP value has dropped to less than 2, and as the number of satellites has grown substantially, the GDOP is also located between 1 and 2. However, when the number of satellites reaches 30-50, the GDOP value will be less than 1, showing an improvement for the SIS, but also accompanied by a multiplication of the computation burden.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, GDOP values are evaluated worldwide, including a combination of single-system, dual-system, threesystem, and four-system systems. Instantaneous GDOP are plotted for analysis, and GDOP values for multiple moments are statistically analyzed. Authors have found that if only a single GNSS system is used, only GPS can be positioned in all locations around the world, and a multi-system combination can be used to achieve a global ''seamless'' positioning. And with the increase of navigation system, the decline trend of GDOP gradually gentle, the GDOP mean of dual system and three system combination is about 1.5 and 1.2 respectively. However, using the four system combination, the GDOP average is less than 1, it is no longer diluted but improve to the navigation signal.
Furthermore, the correlation between satellite and GDOP shows that when designing the satellite selection algorithm of GNSS, it is necessary not only to consider combining more navigation systems, but also to consider the factors such as positioning accuracy, calculation time consuming and deviation between navigation systems.
In the future, the authors will use the monitoring data of iGMAS to fully consider the differences of SIS between different navigation systems in order to re-empower GDOP. At the same time, the authors will study how to send the monitoring and assessment results to users through mobile APP, so that GNSS users can use the results of this study in satellite positioning/navigation. QINGHUA ZHANG received the Ph.D. degree in geodesy from Information Engineering University, China, in 2014. He is currently a Lecturer with Army Engineering University (AEU), Nanjing, China. His research interests include GNSS navigation and positioning, and distributed fiber optic sensing.
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